
Ukrainian army destroy Nationalist HQ of Azov Nationalist battalion in Mariupol

Description

UKRAINE: The headquarters of the Azov special detachment in Mariupol were hit with the 
Tochka-U tactical missile system by the Ukrainian Armed Forces, according to the DPR 
People’s Militia.

According to the report, more than 20 militants were killed.

“The location of the headquarters of a separate special purpose detachment “Azov” in the
south-west of Mariupol was struck by the armed forces of Ukrainewith the “Tochka-U”
tactical missile system. As a result of the strike, more than 20 militants and 10 pieces of
equipment were destroyed,” the report says.

The attack was a result of the contradictions between the UAF command and commanders of the Azov
battalion.

Members of the Azov nationalist battalion, who are now blockaded in the city of Mariupol, reportedly
refuse to obey and coordinate their actions with the command of the Ukrainian Army.

The nationalist battalions pose a big threat not only to the Russian soldiers, but also to the local
civilians, who were kept in hostage in the city, as well as to the current regime in Kiev and President
Volodymir Zelenskiy. The crowds of armed nationalists have gained power in Ukraine during the last
few years. Today, when the Russian troops have taken control over several major cities and continue
their advance, these members of the Ukrainian nationalist battalions would point their guns at Mr.
Zelenskiy if he accepts the defeat of Ukraine. Meanwhile, the numbers of casualties are growing in the
ranks of the both warring sides, as well as among the civilians.
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